
INT. DORM COMMON ROOM (OR PIZZA PLACE) - SAME TIME

Sam sits with his friends (JOSH and DAN) in the common room, 
eating some pizza.

JOSH
So who’s your new girlfriend, bro?

SAM
Not a girlfriend, just a friend.

DAN
She pretty?

SAM
(wistfully)

Yeah...

JOSH
Does she love comic books like us?

DAN
She’s a girl, not a fantasy.

Sam laughs.

SAM
I don’t know, actually... 

JOSH
What does she like to do for fun?

SAM
I’m not sure...

DAN
Bro, do you know anything about 
this girl?

SAM
Her major is exercise science!

DAN
Anything else?

SAM
She... 

(thinking)
Well, she... grew up in Missouri.

DAN
Wow, dude. 
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JOSH
Do you even know what MY major is?

SAM
Ummm... 

Josh whacks Sam with a pillow... hard. Boy pillow fights are 
not as fun.

SAM (CONT’D)
I’m kidding, I’m kidding. It’s 
basket weaving, right?

They continue chatting and eating and making fun of their 
friend...

INT. OKLAHOMA SOONERS GYMNASTICS GYM - THE NEXT DAY

The team is stretching on the floor, watching a video on a 
tablet.

ON THE SCREEN -- We see Brenna, training hard [or at the 
National Championships]. The Coach comes out.

CHAYSE
We were just watching Brenna. She 
looks good.

AJ
There’s some tough competition, but 
she’s got this.

KJ KINDLER
Let’s all send good thoughts 
Brenna’s way. But we need to get 
back to training.

The girls put the tablet away.

KJ KINDLER (CONT’D)
Now, we all know it’s going to take 
a lot of hard work to get ready for 
the Championships, but I know we 
can do it.

TRAINING MONTAGE:

-AJ nailing a bar routine, but still in her own world. 

-Chayse tumbling on floor. She’s just not quite nailing her 
routine yet.
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